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42 Receive Diplomas

Marymount's First Graduation
Msgr. Fleming Calls for Greatness,
Bishop Carroll Confers Degrees

His Excellency, Coleman F, Carroll, D.D., Bishop of \tiami, called for special attention to
love of God and love of neighbor in his brief address to Marymount' s first graduating class.

The Final Happy Days:
A Time for Special Awards
Graduation week-end was Flynn, Meli Plaia, and Sheila
a time of excitement and Tumulty. Toni Bascetta relaughter and good-byes and ceived a medal for her work
tears. It was also a time of on the House Committee.
special awards, an opportun- Mary Pat Kl~inhans and Euity for students and faculty genia Graff were awarded
alike to honor those students medals for Social Service.
whose presence on campus Three members of the newsmade Marymount something paper staff received medals:
extra special the last two Jacqueline Paterno, Assisyears.
tant Editor; Angela GiuliClass Pay awards came ano, Business Manager; and
first, on Saturday afternoon. Jean Gailus, Advertising
The presentation followed a Manager.
particularly inspiring addVirginia Cook, Mary Ann
ress by the Academic Dean, Dever, and Mary Lou Keniry
Sister Gerard (for more on received medals for their
Class Day, see page 10). work on the Social CommitSister Josepha, Dean of tee, Confrate:r:nity of ChrisStudents, awarded special tian Doctrine medals went
medals for Student Council to Edith Alfieri, Gertrude
excellence to Monica Cava- Fiorillo, Mary Pat Kleinnaugh, Mary Cunningham, hans, and Jacqueline PaterGertrude Fiorillo, Kathryn no. Toni Bascetta and Eu-

Calling for an ''habitual
vision of greatness" to make
''. • • our colleges sanctuaries of intellectual greatness," Monsignor Edward
J, F•leming, Executive Vice
President of Seton Hall University, South Orange, New
Jersey, delivered the Commencement
Ad d r e s s at
Marymount' s first graduatitm, 11 :00 a.m .., Monday,
May 31, in the Auditorium
or FounaerT Ball on cal:'l'fpus.
Speaking before a crowded
hall of graduates, parents,
well.;, wishers, and friends of
Marymount, the prominent
educator challenged Marymount's graduates to become
" . • • a spark of life, a
center of love, a revivifying leaven • • .''
The Monsignor's inspiring address was part of a
simple but moving ceremony
at which his Excellency,
Coleman F . Carroll, D,D.,
Bishop of Miami, conferred
the Associate of Art s degree
upon forty-two pioneers of
Marymount education in
Florida, and in tones of pas-

toral affection reminded the
excited graduates that '' •••
the only important thing is
to save your soul.''
The stage was set for the
moments of inspiration,
love, and challenge that the
event produced,
Standing in front of the
m e m be r s of the faculty,
Board of Trustees, Monsignor Fleming, and Bishop
Carroll, the College's first
val'ed:1ctorian, Miss Sheiia
TumiJlty of Jersey City, New
Jersey, told her fellow graduates that ''For two years we
have been sharing in the love
which exists on this campus." Reverend Mother de la
Croix, president of Marymount, spoke to her '' dear
graduates" and wished them
"true wisdom. wise decisions, and good friends.''
Monsignor Fleming amplified his idea that the Marymount ed ucation was an "atmosphere.''
· 'Marymo unt has been for
you an atmosphere," the
prominent educator said to
the graduates, "a pervading
(Continued on page 6)

genia Graff received awards
for their work in the Chorus. Natalie Fierro, Jane
Howley, and Jean Gailuswon
medals for excellence in the
Modern Dance Club. The
Student Education Association of Marymount (SEAM)
provided an area for award
medals for Virginia Cook,
Jane Howley, Janice Miller,
and Sally Plunkett. Toni
Bascetta won a medal for
Choir work.
The final C l a s s
Day
awards were for excellence
in bowling. Gleaming trophies were presented to Bernadetta Cummings, Mary P at
Kleinhans, Rita Lunsford,
It's great to graduate, but it's a special thril l when your
Marilyn Roesch, and Joanne
uncle, a great edu cator who has just given the Com mencement
Swanson.
Address, greets you at that special moment. Ask Barbara
Fleming •• •
(Continued on page 6)
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The Class of 1965
Rhonda Brott (R.B.), 1105
N. Edgehill Court, Peoria,
.Ill.; Birthday - November 4;
Major - English; U.s. history; Plans - Marquette
University; Activities - Drama Club, literary club,
L' Azur contributor, Scholastic Committee; Image weejuns • • • bangs • • •
loafers • • • patch madras
sbift • • • girl e Lisa; Sayings "Hermangous,"
"eeky," "bon sling,"
"eugh," "Oh slash my
wrists," ''treaty Juice"; Pet
Peeve - "myself •; Quote "Why R.B. you old ••• "

Susan Joyce Carvalho (SuSu), 536 Hood St., Fall River, Mass.; Birthday - July
30; Major - sociology; Plans
- C. W. Post College, Long
Island; Activities - Chorus,
Girl Scouts, Social Committee; Image - soft brown eyes
• • • natural coy smile .- ••
fun-lovfng and loyal; Sayings
- "Let's play tennis.''; Pet
Peeve - lack of individuality.

\tari anne Conway

Edith Alfieri

Andree Brul atour

ents Weekend Committee,
Edith Alfieri (Edie), 55
Spiritual Committee; Image
W. 252nd St., New York,
- curlers ••• pajamas •••
N.Y.: Birthday - January 4;
a sprained ankle ••• unique
Major - liberal arts termiway of opening a pack of
nal; Plans - Cardinal CushSalems; Sayings - 'Aren't
ing College, Boston; ActivI thin?" "StOP, it!" "I'll
ities - c.c.D., Food Combring you an S', "You're
mittee, Sodality, Spiritual
a out Kate!"; Pet Peeve Committee, Parents Week"being wakened in the mornend Committee, Graduation
ing - especially bymyroomCommittee: Image- frequent
Susan Carvalho
mate Barb~' ••• "making
trips to Nassau ••• cheerful
my bed."; Quote - ''Little
••• always hungry; SayingsMonica Garv an Cavanaugh
things mean a lot."
"Be prepared, '
"Let's
(Monty), Old Saugatuck Rd.,
make some popcorn," "Are
East Norwalk, Conn.; Birthyou sure?"; Pet Peeve - no
day - April 17; Major - mamail ••• mosquitoes; Quote
rine biology; Plans - Uni- "When all el'1e is lost,-the - - --1Riwhonda. Broilve1 sity of Madrid, A~iffliegfuture still remains.''
Treasurer of Student
Council, Vocational CommitRosebud Lana
Browne
tee; Image - frequent visi(Little One), 13 Kelly Kenny
tor at Ho Jos • • • desert
St., Wood-Brook, Trinidad,
lover ••• slow walk; SayWest Indies; Birthday - Octings - "OK Bub.''; Pet
ober 3; Major - business adPeeve - phonies; Quote ministration; Plans - East
"He who hoots with the owl
Carolina University; Activiall night can't soar with the
ties - Chorus, Modern Dance
eagle all day.''
Club, Core leader, Social
Committee; Image - happy
am I ••• from Carg I'm free
••• why aren't they all contented like me?; Sayings - ''It
takes one to recognize one.''
"Heyl"; Pet Peeve - gossip;
Quote - "Good things come
Maria Elena Cabassa
in small packages.''
Maria
Elena Cabassa
(Mari), 5505 S.W. 85th St.,
Miami, Fla.; Birthday March 13; Major - secreAntonina Bascetta
tarial; Plans - University
of Miami; Activities - Social
Antonina Theresa BascetCommittee, House Committa (Toni), 702 Dorchester
tee, c.c.D.: Image - weekRd., Akron, Ohio; Birthdayends in Miami • • • chirp,
December 21; Major - libechirp,
chirp • • • Cabassa
ral arts; "To gain Knowledge
smile; Sayings - "When you
of new people"; Plans - to
come to think of it.": Pet
continue work as a beautiPeeve - required assemblies
cian, chorus; Activities Monica Cavanaugh
••• returning to her room
House Committee, Choir,
and finding closed weekends
Chorus, Sodality, Social
Marianne Conway (Muffy),
••• the air conditioning off.
Committee, Core leader,
Rock Ridge Ave., Greenwi.ch,
Parents Weekend CommitConn.; Birthday - December
tee, Cultural Committee;
16; Major - liberal arts
Image - musically inclined
terminal; Plans - sleep; Ac• • • when she gets people
Graduation
tivities - Social Committee,
up she really gets them out
Rosebud Browne
Choir, Student Education Asof bed; Sayings- "Hi-Lady,"
Portraits
sociation of Marymount;
"Ooh " "I don't underImage - staring into space;
Andree Lillian Brulatour
stand1'; Pet Peeve - an emBY
Sayings - "Gee's Mannettyl"
pty mail box • • • arriving (Baby An), 1185 Park Ave.,
"But it's the principle of the
Colony studio
too late for orange juice in New York 28, N.Y.;Birthday
thing.";
Pet Peeve - being
Sept.
30;
Major
liberal
the morning ••• and "makaroused from sleep before
Boca Raton
ing up my bed."; Quote - '' A arts; Plans - working - mernoon; Quote - "Love is
Activities
child is a pledge of immor- chandizing;
something wonderful."
c.c.D., Core leader, Partality."

Ginny Cooke ("Cookie"),
7 Cathedral Ave., Garden
City, N.Y.; Birthday - February 13; Major - education
kindergarten teacher;
Plans - transfer; Activities
- House Committee, Social
Committee - President, Student Education Association President, L' Azur Reporter,
Choir;
age - barefoot
dancing wit
u Vitalle •••
omnipresent at ~ers •••
vivacious • • • fiM:.vard
Sweatshirt; Sayings - '"-Aw
Come on." "Hey kids, guess
what we've •• .''; Pet Peeve
- people who start.something
and don,.t follow tfirough;
Quote - ''C 'est la vie" that's life!

Virginia Cooke

Kathy Cullen (Kate 'C.),
11 Gateway Drive, Great
Neck; N.Y.; Birthday - May
12, Major - psychology;
Plans - junior year abroad
- University of Madrid; Activities - Drama Club, Social
Committee, Choir,
Graduation Committee;
Image - hopping on Honda's
• • • rigid diets ••• a netty
room; Sayings - •'Hi Deahl"
"Excuse!" "I'll never tell!"
"Is that right?"; Pet Peeve"Boys knocking at my window!!" ''Barb F. pulling the
covers off me each morning.''; Quote - "You never
know what tomorrow might
bring!"
(Photo next page)

L' AZUR
on Student Council; Image dialectic optimist; Sayings Yea, Rhode Island!; Pet
Peeve - pettiness • • • hypocrisy; Quote - ''Everything works out for the
best!"
·

Kathy Cullen
Bernadette Cummings
(Brandy), Gates Road, Gates
Mills, Ohio; Birthday - September 24; Major - liberal
arts transfer; Plans - teaching elementary school in
Ohio; Activities - Social
Committee, Vocational Committee, Core leader, Student
Education
Association;
Image - a good friend to
everyone • • • usually in a
tizzy about something; Sayings - "I don't believe it."
"You lose!"; Pet Peeve "people wasting my time"
••• immaturity ••• irresponsibility; Quote - "Fool me
once, shame on you; fool me
twice, shame on me."

'e'Ttt-

eommotioR

why worry.'•; Pet Peeve empty mail box ••• pettiness ••• hyprocrisy; Quote "Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you."

JoAnne Duncan (Jody), 40
Washington Circle, Lake
Forest, Ill.; Birthday - December 23; Major - sociology; Plans - work; Activities - Parents weekend
Committee, Cultural Committee; Image - a smile and
a laugh in circular formation ••• shifts; Sayings "S-t-o-pl"
"Baby:'';, Pet
Peeve - annoyance by various girls; Quote - "The
rain is raining all around.''

Barbara Anne Fleming
(Barb), 102 Upper Mountain
Ave., Montclair, N,J.; Birthday - October 29; Major liberal arts terminal; l=>lans
- instruct elementary students in New Jersey; Activities - Sodality, Social Coi:nmittee, Parents Weekend
Committee,
Graduation
Committee; Image - always
laughing ••• al ways talking;
Sayings - "Joe." ''Give me
a beat.'' "Coast it.'' "Can
you bear it?" "Who's the
phone for?"; Pet Peeve being so far away from California; Quote - "The student
Natalie Roberta Fierro
makes the school ••• the
school doesn't make the stuGertrude Fiorillo (Gert), dent."
56 Willow Drive, Briarcliff
Manor, N.Y .; Birthday- January 13; Major - history;
Plans - Florida Atlantic University; Activities - c.c.D.,
House Committee, Student
Council, Cor.e leader: Image
- world reformer ••• ; Sayings - "You know what I
mean?"; Pet Peeve - phonies
and hypocrites.

i-R----1~~•:..ii--- -=~=fi'al4~~!

Bernadette Cummings
Mary Cunningham (Gidget), 916 s.E. 14th Drive,
Deerfield Be a ch, Fla.;
Birthday - July l; Major education
elementary
teacher; Plans - Rhode Island College or University
of Florida; Activities - Student Education Association,
Day Student Representative

Barbara Fleming

Mary Ann Dever (Devio),
2.0901 Wolf Road, Bay Village 40, Ohio; Birthday, June
9; Major - business administration; Plans - Dayton
University, Dayton, Ohio;
Activities - Social Committee,
Chorus, Hootenanny
Group; Image - conscientious worker • • • always
cheerful like "Sunshine" •••
a giggling laugh; Sayings "Bob's here.'' "Are you

Kathryn Flynn (Kate), 1605
S. Orange Ave., Sarasota,
Fla.; Birthday - August 27;
Major - undecided; Plans Fldi;ida Atlantic University;
Activities - House Committee, Student Council, President of Phi Theta Kappa,
President's Honor Society;
Image - Irish all the way •.••
potatoes ••• temper and ••• ;
Sayings - ''Hello cows, you
lucky things you; don't you
ever be sorry you cows; I
wish I were a cow, too.''
Pet Peeve - people and noise;
Quote - '' 0 dear, bread and
beer, If I were dead I wouldn't
be here:•·

Linda Ernst
Linda Ernst (Fluff), 931
Plandome Road, Manhasset,
N.Y.; Birthday- May 24; Major - business administration; Plans - airline stewardess; Activities - Social
Committee; Image - nonchalant mannerisms outwardly ••• regard for others inwardly ••• pixie ha'ircut; Sayings - "Aw Come
on," "Hi Guys," "I'm confused"; Pet Peeve - slow
people ••• procrastinators;
Quote - "Too late I love
thee Oh Beauty of ancient
days - yet ever new.''

Joan Flannery

Natalie Roberta Fierro
("Nat"),
1752 Poinsettia
Drive, Fort Laucterctale,
Fla.; Birthday- December 6;
Major - ceramics; Plans fashion modeling for Florida
Talent Agency; Activities Modern Dance Club, Glee
Club, Piano, Spiritual Committee; Image - Pollyanna ••
Cockeyed Optimist; Sayings
- "My nerves!" "Nothing
works out right anyway so

Joan A. Flannery (Joan),
1806 Ditmas Ave., Brooklyn 26, N. Y.; Birthday May 9; Major - geography
or English literature; Plans
- University of Miami; Activities, Core Leader, Vocational
Committee, Food
Committee; Image - independent ••• meticulous •••
spray starch kid; Sayings "let's get out of here.''
"Let's go fishing.''; Pet

Mary Ann Dever

Mary Cunningham

Peeve - dining room line •••
the odor of burned popcorn
in the dorm; Quote - "It's
better to have loved and lost
than never to have loved at
all.''

Jo Anne Duncan

minds, I cannot foresee, but
my own convictions of duty
are fixed and stronger and
I shall continue to follow
those convictions without
faltering. In highly excited
times it is far easier to fan
and feed the flames of discord than to subdue them;
he who counsels moderation
is in danger of being regarded as failing in his
duty.'' J ,F .K.

•
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kidding?" "Oh stop it.''
"S-t-o-o-plp'; Pet Peeve noise during quiet hour •••
waiting lines for planes:
Quote - "I don't believe it.'

Mary De Mam bro
Mary De Mambro (Mary),
326 Hammond St., Chestnut
Hill, Mass.; Birthday - May
26; Major - art; Plans-work
at Boston Museum Institute
of Fine Arts; - Activities Folksinging group, Social director, Secretary of Student
Council as Freshman, First
Semester Studer:it Council
President; Image - Perfectionist ••• rapid artist •••
enthusiast ••• dramatic talent ••• well intentioned •••
BA-ston drawl ••• Kennedy
admirer; Sayings - "Oh no,
not again I"; Favorite Quote "What is to come of the pres-

June

Kathryn Flynn
(Continued next page)
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Jane Gascoigne (Yanieand
Harriet), 7106 Westbury
Road, McLean, Va.: Birthday - November 28; Major business
administration;
Plans - working for Defense
Depanment in the Pentagon;
Activities - Spiritual Committee; Image - persistent
worker with an appreciative
sense of humor; Sayings "Now look." "You're a neurotic.'' "You gotta help me
eat this.''; Pet Peeve - "people who call me nicknames";
Quote - "I hope I don't find
a nail in this cake.''

Diane Fowler

Diane Shanley Fowler (Di),
27 Bayberry Lane, Milford,
Conn.; Birthday - November
11; Major - business administration; Plans - secretarial position in Milford,
Conn.; Activities - Chorus,
Hostess Committee, Parents
Weekend Gommittee: Image
- quite conservative and
neat!; Sayings - "Oh not"
"Go away - I want to go to
sleep.": Pet Peeve - getting
up in the morning ••• noise
and visits • • • no orange
Juice in the morning: quote 'Oh well - that's life. '
Angela Giuliano

Angela Giuliano (Sadie),
402 Elizabeth Road, Lake
Worth, Fla.; Binhday - June
8; Major - liberal arts transfer - history; Plans - Elorida Atlantic University; Activiti-es-- Bu-sine" Manager
of L' Azur, Modern Dance
Group, Organizer of Goldwater Campaign, Vocational
Committee; Image - madcap sophisticate; Sayings '' anything and everything";
Pet Peeve - Indiana; Quote '' An enemy hath done this.''

million; Activities - Student Education Association,
Parents Weekend Committee,
Social
Committee,
Choir, Personal Committee;
Image - madras hat ••• always smiling and happy •••
giggly; Sayin~s - "Really?"
"OK you guy. '; Pet Peeve no letters • . • • diets • • •
good-byes • • • 5 o'clock
Mass; Quote - "Love is a
special way of feeling.''

Alicia Guardia

Mary Lou Keniiy

Alicia Guardia ("Twin"),
1414 Alegriano Ave., Coral
Gables, Fla.; Birthday - November 10; Major - secretarial science; Plans - Executive Secretary in Miami;
Activities - Parents Weekend Committee, c.c.D., Social Committee; Image angel-like in looks but devilish in actions • • • double
trouble; Sayings - "Please
someone answer thephone ,r
" yes ?'' ,, Hey, wait for me!"
•
"I don't like that.'' "Really
I don't believe that I"; Pet
Peeve - no phone calls •••
going on a diet • • • no letters • • • early classes •••
making the beds ••• unpacking; Quote - "Love is a special feeling.''

Mary Lou Keniry (Mary
Lou), 2920 Davie Blvd., Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; BirthdayMay 17; Major - home economics; Plans - Marymount,
Tarrytown, N.Y .; Activities - L' Azur reporter Social Committee, Pa;ents
Weekend Committee, Cultural Committee, c.c.D.,
Hostess Committee, Core
leader; Image - Miss Mademoiselle • • • Marymount
Fashions Inc.; Sayings ''Let's go shopping." "Wait
a minute.''; Pet Peeve Ringing alarm clocks • • •
sandy sun tan lotion; Quote"It' s not what or how much
we have that matters but
rather it's what we do ~ith it
that counts.''

Emita Guardia

Eugenia Graff

Jane Gascoigne

Eugenia Graff (Gena), 121
Marine Ave., Brooklyn 9,
N.Y .; Binhday - July 6;
. Major - liberal arts terminal; Plans - position at
Foundling Home in New York
City; Activities - Chorus,
Girl Scouts, Cultural Committee; Image - "Never idle
••• never still ••• alwar,s
talking ••• always will! ';
Sayin~s - "Well I" "Oh come
on.'' 'Oh stop.''; Pet Peeve
- early morning classes •••
final exams; Quote - "It's
easier said than done.''

Jane Marie Howley (Howley), P .o. Box 854, Lake
Worth, Fla.; Birthday - December 27; Major - education - mathematics; Plans Florida Atlantic University;
Activities - President's Honor Society, Student Education Association,
Modern
Dance Club, Phi Theta Kap12.a. __.Sp.irJrua\ Commit-teer
Image - carrying books •••
a smile and a kind word •••
always driving a white
Rambler; Sayings - "I don't
got none.''" Ain't.'' "It takes
one to know one." "I'll never tell.''; Pet Peeve - "The
air conditioning is too cold"
• • • irresponsibility • • •
immaturity; Quote - ''Practice what you preach.''

Jean Gailus

Jean
Margaret Gallus
(Jeani), 101 Palamino Circle, N., Boca Raton, Fla.:
Birthday - October 8; Major
- liberal arts - English:
Plans - Florida Atlantic University; Activities - Dean's
list, Advertizing Manager of
L' Azur, Modem Dance Club,
Student Education Association, Phi Thetta Kappa, Per.;.
sonal Committee: Image - a
smile and a wiggle •••-laugh;
Sayings - "What?" "Oh
Nol''; Pet Peeve - girls who
smile and wiggle; Quote " Asi es la vidal" - This is
the life.

Jane Howley

Emita Guardia (" Twinie' '), 1414 Alegriano Ave.,
Coral Gables, Fla.; Binhday
- November 10; Major - secretarial science; Plans Executive Secretary in Miami; Activities - c.c.D.,
Parents Weekend Committee; Image - always says
yes with a smile • • • doing
everyone's hair • • • double
trouble ••• always neat and
pretty; Sayings - "Nice!"
"Sta~ it.'' "What's That?"
"Let s get out of here.''
"A r e
yo u k i d d i n g?"
"Please!"; Pet Peeve - final
exams ••• empty mail box
••• early classes ••• clean.;.
ing my room ••• Toni waking
me up; Quote - "Love makes
the world go round."
Nancy Hartnett

Nancy Hartnett (Nanc)
1250 Sunset View Drive, Ak.=
ron, Ohio; Birthday - August
25; Major - liberal arts education; Plans - marry a

Mary Pat Kleinhans

Mary Pat Kleinhans (Pat),
2102 Glen Arbor Drive, Toledo, Ohio; Birthday - June
18; Major - liberal arts social work; Plans - social
work for Catholic Charities
either in Ohio or Florida;
Activities - C.C.D., Girl
Scouts, Spiritual Committee,
House Committee, Athletic
Club: Image - M.C.'s flag
raiser ••• Lights on! •••
very athletically inclined;
Sayings - "You big goose!"
Pet Peeve - not having chalk
Anne Kelly
to draw Peanuts on my wall;
Quote - "You don't have to
Anne Kelly (Mad Ann), 151 follow to be right.''·
N. Kentliworth Ave., Oak
Park, Ill.; Birthday - June
17; Major - business; Plans
Vincenza LaPonzina (Vin- secretarial work in Chi- nie), 1026 N.E. 97th St., Micago;. Activi~ies - c.c.D., ami, Fla.; Birthday - March
So?~ity,
L Azur typist, 3; Major - .elementary edSp1ritual Committe·e; Image ucation; Plans - Florida At- quiet _and shy ••• indus- lantic University; Activities
~rious "'.orker ••• mad typ- - L' Azur photographer as
!st; Sayings - "You know.'' Freshman, Social Commit'Where are you going?"; tee, Student Education AsPet Peeve - lecture attendance.
(Photo next page)
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sociation, Golf Team, Core
leaoer; Image - sincerity
••• M;i.ami travels ••• curly
locks; Sayings - "Anyone
want half a piece of gum?"
Pet Peeve - unorganized organizers; Quote - "Smile
and the world smiles with
you.''

arts; Plans - Florida Atlantic University; Activities Athletic Club, Student Education Association, Personal
Committee; Image - '-'Why
take life so seriously, you'll
never get out of it alive.''
Sayings - "It's Partr time.''
"Get a Sweater.' "Hey
Graceful.''
"Chuga-Lug."
"Are you Kidding m_e ?"; Pet
Peeve "" insincerity; Quote " The best things in life are
free.••

elation, C.C.D., Spiritual
Committee; Image - Prince
Valiant ••• Roses in white
chalice; Sayings - "Now
what'll I say.''; Pet Peeve "being told I have to go to a
meeting"; Quote - "Beg your
pardon, Grant your grace,
Hope the cat Spits in your
face.''

Spiritual ,C ommittee; Jmage
- mounds of red hair in a
11:reen V. W. Sayings .,.'That's close." "HowGreat
is that!"; Pet Peeve - cut
boards; Quote - "You just
better smarten up."

Jacqueline Paterno

Vincenza La Ponzina

Nancy Linney {Ancy), 2723
Road,
Shaker
Heights; 22, Ohio; BirthdayJune 9; Major - education;
Plans - Stubenville College;
Activities - Student Education Association, Core leader, Scholastic Committee;
Image - bubbling personality; Sayings - "My finger
hurts, my toe~ hurts." "I
feel sick, I'm tired." "You
know.''; Pet Peeve - people
who are constantly complaining; Quote - ''What's
mine is mine1 and what's
yours is mine. •
Rock 1 yn

Cecilia Mesick
Cecilia Mesick {Cecil),
111 Broadway, Suite 1915,
New York 6, N.Y.; Birthday
- December 31; Major - education; Plans - Peace Corps;
Activities - c.c.D., Vocational Committee; Image squeezes h er toothpaste
tubes from the bottom • • •
addiction to mints • • • always has shades on; Sayings
".I.:ln Hungry." ''Har r 1
that's j p. st wonaerful. '
"Don't forget to bring me
back some mints.''; P et
Peeve - people squeezing
toothpaste tubes from the
middle; Quote - "The old
order chan~es place yielding
to the new.'

Jacqueline Paterno {Jackie), 461 Stanwich Rd.,
Greenwich, Conn.; Birthday
- August 23; Major- English
literature; Plans - University of Virginia, Fredericksburg; Activities - Dean's
list, c.c.D., Assistant Editor of L' Azur, Glee Club,
Hostess Committee, Core
Leader, Phi Theta Kappa,
chairman of Scholastic Committee; Image - always rushing • • • carrying a red patent leather purse ••• wears
a yellow corduroy shirt •••
trenchcoat and green scarf .
••• questions, questions •.••
unlimited appetite; Sayings "Ri - ght.' "Imagine that!"
"You know what I mean?";
Pet Peeve - apathy; Quote " And the truth shall make
you FREE."

· Marilyn Roesch
Sarah Plunkett

Congratulations
Kathleen Quinn

Kathleen Quinn {Quinn),
314 N.E. 7th St., Delray
Beach, Fla.; Birthday - May
25; Major - secondary education; Plans - Loyola University, New Orleans; Activities - Dramatics Club,

c.c.D.;

Nancy Linney

Janice Miller

Rita Lunsford
Rita Lunsford {Ritsie), 133
Cardinal Drive, Ormond
Beach, Fla.; Birthday March 27; Major - liberal

Janice Elise Miller {Janice), 65 Riverview Ave.,
Tarrytown, N.Y .; Birthday July 15; Major - liberal arts;
Plans - September 11 bride;
Activities - L' Azur circulation department, Student
Education Association, Spiritual Committee; Image Notre Dame jacket ••• calls
from South Bend ••• flowing
blond hair • • • bouyant personality; Sayings - "That's
wonderful!" Pet Peeve saying good-by; Quote "Love starts in little ways.'•

Marilyn Lucille Roesch
(Mari), Wheeler Towers, 420
North Van Dorn, Apt. 101,
Alexandria, Va.; Birthday June l; Major - business
administration; Plans - East
Carolina University; Activities - Chorus, Athletic Association, Vocational Committee; Image - "If I can't
say. what I think, then why
think it.''; Sayings - "Good
Show!" "You're kidding.''
''How Grossi"; Pet Peeve economics; Quote - "All's
well that ends well.''

Mary Frances Pl aia
Mary Franc e .s Plaia
(Meli), Putnam Green,
Greenwich, Conn.: Birthday
- September 15;· Major English; Plans - Marymount,
Tarrytown, N. Y.; Activities
- Student Council Vice President, C.C.D., Hostess Committee, Sodality, Sophomore
Class President, Core leader, Scholastic Committee;
Image - gives a special rhythm to the American Mass
••• bombs around in her red
Corvair ••• smoker addicted; Sarings - "Please.''
"Well.' "How 'bout that?";
Pet Peeve - meetings • • •
PA announcements before
noon on Saturdays.

Image

e

superior,

intellectual dayhop • • • always
driving a green
Renault; Sayin~s - "Oh God '
••• Dear God! ' Pet Peevethe lawn sprinklers.

of
1965
Toinette Rousseau

Toinette Rousseau {Toins),
250 Kawama Lane,
Palm
Beach, Fla.; Birthday- February 7; Major - business
administration; Plans - secretarial position at Freeport, Grand Bahama Island;
Activities - Personal Committee; Image - black ringlets • • • tulip Ups ••• roman boots and lilys ••• short
style • • • Rousseau walk;
Sayinfs - "Are you serious?' ''This place bores
me.''; Pet Peeve - school;
Quote - "Whose gotta a ciggie?"
Elizabeth Satler (Isa; Lizard), 1431 Pueblo Drive,
Terry Kathleen
Regan Pittsburgh, Penn.; Birthday
(Terretts), Quarters 1, Apt. - January 31; Major - u.s.
3, NCS, Quantico, Va.; history; Plans - University
Birthday - February 27; Ma- of Madrid or work; Activijor - journalism; Plans - ties - House Committee, SoUniversity of Madrid; Activities - Drama, M.A.A.,
(Continued next page)
Terry Regan

Sarah Holbrook Plunkett
{Sally), 91 Court St., Dedham, Mass.; Birthday - December 4; Major - sociology; Plans - Florida Atlantic University; Activities
- Student Educat~on Asso-

Class
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cial Committee, Drama,
Core Leader; Image - pony
tails • ~ • shades • • • beer
and lollipops • • • Porky' s
and Nicks ••• pokadot bikini ••• a white Corvair and
a pair of ''wheaters."; Sayings - '' Ai'e you kidding
me?" "Juice!" "How groovy
is that?"; Pet Peeve - blonde
hair with dark roots • • •
messy rooms; Quote - "Do
you want to go to jail?"

Elizabeth Satler

Marietta Spratt (Spratti),
9455 Dominican Drive, Miami,. Fla.; Birthday - May
24; Major - business administration; Plans - stewardess or Federal employment; Activities - Social
Committee, Core leader:
Image - black skirt ••• the
Marietta stance ••• eats like
a bird; Sarings - ''Can't hack
it." "Let s have a heyday_:..:_
"It's time for a puffie. n; Pet
Peeve - morning rise; Quote
- "Parties make the world
go round."

- "Mon Dieu." "Surely."
"You jest.''; Pet Peeve bombastic phonies; Quote "Good things come in little
packages.''

Boca Raton, Fla.; BirthdayJune 18; Major - medical
secretary; Plans - medical
secretary in Lake Worth;
Activities - Chorus, Parents
Week end Committee; Image
- frequently seen in her
white convertible ••• snow
white hair ••• conscientious
worker; Sayings - "Dear
God above!"; Pet Peeve guidance sessions.

Joanne Swanson

Carol Wershoven

Joanne Swanson (Jo), 30
Edendale Ave., Pawtucket,
R.I.; Birthday - May 16; Major - history; Plans - University of Rhode Island; Activities - c.c.D., Hostess
Committee, Tennis Team,
Core leader, Cultural Committee: Image - helpfulness
• •• R.I. accent ••• M.C .' s
tennis champ; Sayings "Hey, anrone want some
popcorn?' ; Pet Peeve - obnoxious people, gigglers,
phonies.

_Carol Jean Wershoven
(Carol), Box 830, Nassau,
Bahamas; Birthday - July 15;
Major - an; Plans - Florida
Atlantic University; Activities - Editor of L' Azur,
President's Honor Society,
Phi Theta Kappa, Social
Committee, Scholastic Committee, Graduation Committee; Image - letters from
Boston ••• pills, pills •••
and more pills ••• a dab of
sarcasm • • • genuine personality; Sayings - "I don't
believe it.'' "You're kidding
me!" ''Oh come on Angela.";
Pet Peeve - "People who
ask me what my pet peeves
are.''; Quote - "This, too,
shall pass away."

Brenda Ulisse

Brend a Joyce Ulisse
(Brenda Baby), 915 Algoma
Dr., Richmond, Va.; Birthday - January 11; Major psychology; Plans - study at
Institute for Mentally ReVictoria Vest
tarded, Richmond, Va.; Activities - Social Committee,
·
c ommatee,
·
p aVictoria Ellen Vest (ViGra d uauon
rents Weekend Committee; cious), 826 S.E. 2nd Ave.,
Image - mysterious weekend Delray Beach, Fla.; Birthday
male visitor ••• finger nail - May 26; Major - advenis1d
i
" '11
ing; Plans - University of
:a;in~t~~r, ~~io~'t !!k
Florida; Activities - Student
"The poor car died."; Pet Education
Association,
Peeve _ hates being de- L' Azur reporter, Cultural
pressed • • • getting loving Committee, Glee Club;
Image - cynical
pessimist;
ca11 s at 3 a.m •••• worry i ng S
"
f
about someone far away
ayings - Long live the unwho _gets into trouble; Quote seekers!"; Pet Peeve - peo- -.-,You- don't have to Iollow--iMcCr,-,- ~
~ ~
to be right."
ghoulies and ghosties that go
bump in the night, Good Lord
deliver us."

:e~H

Graduation
(Continued from page 1)
Sheila Tumulty,

Marietta Spratt

Sheila Patricia Tumulty
(She-she), 69 Condict St.,
Jersey City, N.J.; Birthday
- August 13; Major - political science; Plans - Marymount College, Tarrytown,
N.Y .; Activities - Sophomore Student Council President, Phi Theta Kappa, Hostess Committee, Fre~hman
Student Council Treasurer.Danielle Vail
Personal Committee; Image
Danielle Marie Vail (Dan- always on the run •••
ready to fall apart; Saying_s ny), 4861 N.W. 2nd Court,

Special Awards Given
· (Continued from page 1)
On Graduation Day more
awards were presented.
The Bishop Carroll Medal was awarded to Gertrude Fiorillo as the student who - in the opinion
of her fellow students - exerted the greatest influence
for good upon her companions.
T·he President's Gold Medal for scholarship, leadership, loyalty, and service

was awarded to Jane Howley. This award was determined by a vote of the
entire faculty.
The gold scholarship medals for the highest ranking
students in each of the three
Marymount curricula were
awarded to Carol Wershoven as the htghest student
in the Liberal Arts Transfer Cur'riculum, Kate Flynn
as highest in the Liberal Arts
Termin~l Curriculum, and
Danielle Vail as highest in
the Secretarial Curriculum.

Photos?
Many of you graduates did
not pick up the composite
graduation picture before
you left. If you would like
a picture, simply send a
postcard to Composites,
Marymount College, Boca
Raton, Florida. Your picture will be sent to you immediately.

spirit that is good because
it is God's. Your academic
experiences were thorough
and well-rounded; yourprofessors, eminently qualified
Sisters, priests, and laymen -- in dedication beyond
all human computation, in
potential, limited only by
nature and grace. Through
this college the splendid tradition of Catholicity and the
glorious heritage of the spiritual daughters of the Religious of the Sacred Heart of
Mary run like a golden cord.
Here you learned to live, to
know, and to love under the
guidance of wGmen whose
views on right and wrong and
decency have dominated
their own lives to the point
of deepest sacrifice; unsung
women who quietly gave the
best years of their own lives
to shape your minds, refine
your ta st e s, soften your
hearts, that your lives might
be full,
Marymount' s gift
to you is a gift of 'every
good and excellent thing.'
A gift that empowers you to
build new worlds.''
The awarding of diplomas
and awards completed the
graduation. A special luncheon followed.

Sophomores
Visit
Cape Kennedy
In early April the sophomores together with a carload of freshmen visited the
John F. Kennedy Space Center in Cocoa Beach, Florida.
The space center is currently under the direction of
Dr. Kurt H. Debus who supervised the launching of
the first ballistic missile
set off from the Space Center in 1953.
Upon arrival at the Space
Center, Colonel Taylor acted as guide for our two and
one-half hour extensive bus
tour of the Cape which covers an area of approximately 145 square miles of land.
On our tour we saw the
launch pads of the early
space flights as well as of
the most recent. Colonel
Taylor pointed out that the
launch sites are located on
the ocean side. Near each of
the launch pads is.a beehive
shape structure called a
blockhouse. These are used
as operational and protectional
facilities during
launch time. We also saw the
outdoor gymnasium frequently used by the astronauts,
Merritt Island, adjacent
to the Cape, was the last
stop. This is the future location of the first manned space
flight to the moon. Here in
the summer of '69, three
astronauts will make a seven day round trip voyage to
the moon.
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Editorials

Want to Join the Peace Corps?

How would you like to
travel to Liberia, live in a
mud hut with a native famiA farewell is traditionally a bidding good-bye to some- ly for 2 years, meanwhile
one or something which is very dear. For the majority of serving as a school principeople, farewells are awkward at best. Thus, we generally pal with all expenses paid,
try to avoid such embarrassing occasions. The usual cliche enough extra cash to buy
phrases about "facing the future" and ''the path of life" a $40.00 wife and come back
bore everyone who must suffer thru their emptiness. And, to the States with a cool
actually, we have not yet left Marymount College. There- $1,600 waiting for you in a
fore, we cannot appreciate it in any genuine way for we bank?· It's simple, join the
have as yet no true perspective of what our years .h ere Peace·Corps!
will mean to us. Perhaps it would be better to look back on
We might not be interestthese two years as they appear to us now.
ed in their low priced wives,
We used to laugh when people told us we were "pio- but husband-hunting sounds
neers." To us the word "pioneer" was simply used as a just as enjoyable and the
pacifier to soothe all our various grumblings. If no one game certainly looks appealcame to our mixers, it was because we were "pioneers" ing.
A fonunate group of us
and no one as yet was familiar with our college. If the rain
made the campus muddy, well, "pioneers" couldn't expect here at Marymount were able
grass to grow overnight, could they? "Pioneer" became to hear some first hand inthe catch-word for everything that displeased us.
formation about the Peace
But what is a real pioneer? History lists among the qual- Corps from a recently reities of those who opened new lands such characteristics as turned couple. Bob and Suindividuality, ingenuity, self-reliance, independent think- ellen McAndrews served as
ing, fonitude, and a general strength of character. At first members of the Peace Corps
one may appear to be highly imaginative if he attributes in Liberia. Their home base
these qualities to the students of Marymount, but consider- was a small village in the
ing the situation more closely, one is quite justified in Northwest section of Lisaying· that as pioneers we possessed all of these charac- beria, located a good 230
teristics.
miles from "civilization."
At Marymount one is never a number in a crowd for Before Suellen arrived, Bob
everyone is engaged to be a real person and not a type. It was surrounded by 3,000 natakes a great deal of courage to accept the challenge to intives and George, another
dividuality, to face the decisions that must be made when Peace Corps volunteer. As
people act freely. There is a tremendous sense of freedom Bob candid~y tried to explain
and openness on our campus. There is an academic free- to us, George is a real nice
dom which enables one to think independently and an open- guy, but after one has only a
ness of spirit which allows one to communicate with others member of the same sex as
in a genuine way. This communication is only the beginning company for a whole year,
of our own involvement with other people, for the only way things can get pretty rough.
to communicate love and concern is through action, by This was a point which we
becomtflg personalry- ~~ 1n me rangte of +mmantty. --cmm:t- -um:terBtand wtthotlt
We cannot now sorrowfully say good-bye to Marymount, much explanation. So when
because actually we are not leaving it. We, the first grad- headquarters notified Bob
uating class of Marymount College, Boca Raton, ARE the and George of the arrival of
college. If WE cannot be said to BE Marymount, then who new recruits and that they
can? It was our composite personality, our collective indi- were to choose their third
viduality, which formed the embryo of Marymount spirit. partner, they quickly replied
If we must leave the physical surroundings of our college, that "A female is just what
we are still each carrying with us apart of it. We are now the women in the village
simply diffusing the light that is Marymount.
need."
-Carol Wershoven
So three months after, Suellen arrived, Bob married
her according to tribal customs. He bought her for
$40.00; to prove that he really appreciated her, he added
On dit que les passions condament l'homme:
a white chicken, "a scrawny
gue s'il vit comme il voudrait vivre,
one at that," to the bargain.
S il e plonge dans tout ce qu'il fait
The natives were surprised
Laissant rien dans sa vie non execute,
though, that he would only
non imagine
buy one wife. For them, 3 is
non realise
the perfect number. No matou non acquis •••
Alors, on dit, il est condamne afinir sa vie dans le chagrin. ter how much Bob and SuelCeux qui condamne un tel homme sont ceux qui l'envient. len argued with them, the
natives could not understand
Car ils savent qu'ils existent dans l'apathie absolue.
Et ce n'est pas un pire peche ••• se cachant du jour, the selfish western tradition
Ne sentant pas les emotions, ou un tumulte de I' emoi ••• of only one wife.
de la merveille
Bob and Suellen's assignde la jalousie
ment
in Liberia was to teach
ou de !'amour?
Ceux-ci, je dis, moi, sont condamnes a passer leurs vies English to the natives. They
had to do this without any of
dans le chagrin.
the facilities we take for
Kathleen Quinn '65
granted in this country, such
as books, paper, pencils,
etc. They were completely
on their own. The students
Published for the students of
ranged academically from
Marymount by the Marymount
the first to the fourth grade
Journalism Class.
and age-wise, from -6 to 22 all combined in one classroom.
Ingenuity, enthuCarol Wershoven
Editor
siasm, and a realization of
Jacqueline Paterno
Assistant Editor
the importance of their misAngela Giuliano
Business Manager
sion were our volunteer's
Jean Gailus
Advenising Manager.
tools. With ingenuity, they
Anna Kadvan
Photographer
created their own materials.
Suellen, for example; wrote

We Are the College ...

La Condamnation

and illustrated her own stories for the students to read.
Their enthusiasm and the
importance of their task kept
them ~oing whenever everything 'seemed to go wrong."
Like most westerners,
Bob and Suellen admit that
they too were curious as to
the native' s intelligence. The
res1,11ts dispelled all doubts
of the erroneous conception
of the Negroes having a lower capacity to learn. Their
students proved to be very
similar to a group of students anywhere else in the
world, with one difference:
their thirst for knowledge
was practically unquenchable. Since they never had
the opportunity to learn before, they never seem to
be satisfied now, The challenge they offer the teacher
is so great, that in some cases it is impossible for an individual who has experienced
it to readjust to the teaching
pattern of a school here in the
states. This accounts for the
fact that so many Peace
Corps returnees are dissatisfied with their jobs; they
find teaching of exceptionally
deprived children the only
job that will fulfill their expectations.
The teaching situation,
however, is not the only aspect of life that brings Peace
Corps members disappointment on theu:_ ...re urn home.
It is the absolutely passive
attitude of our materialistic
society. After becoming so

completely involved in adifferent cvlture where wealth
is not the ultimate goal and
man and his problems are
more important than his
place in society, they are
forced back into our wealth
and social conscious society. As Bob puts it, "Here if
you had a meeting of a class
to attend and a friend would
come u'R to you and say,
"Bob, I ve got to talk to
you, " you wou1d probably
say, "Gee I'm sorry but I've
got a class.'' Thus, by the
time you are ready to listen
to your friend, it might be
too late. He might even be
dead. Over there if
you
would ask a friend to listen
to your problems he might
not only be late for a meeting, he would even stay and
listen for a week if you asked him.'' The· reason is that
a fellowman in those "Backward, uncivilized countries"
is much more important than
any theology class or P. T.A.
meeting.
We might not all be able
to join the Peace Corps, but
I'm sure we all' profited immensely from their talk. It
was not. 9nly interesting, informative and humorous,
but it also made us more
conscious of our obligations
•as individuals to our society and ultimately to the whole
world.
What was that? Whei1 .:..~
the next plane leaving for
Libera? Ask Miss Patton!
Carmen Tonarely '66

We Were Challenged
To Be Dynamic
Early in March, Sister
Charles Borromeo spoke to
Marymount College students
on "The Role Of the Young
Catholic In the Changing
World.'' Sister Charles Borromeo holds her M.A. Degree in philosophy and a
Ph.D. in theology; she is
presently Dean of Theology ·
at Saint Mary's College,
South Bend, Indiana. During
her talk Sister stressed the
importance of real communication for all peoples. She
asked: "How do I break
through to relate to other
people?'' Sister said that the
essence of this involves an
understanding of the reality
of Christianity, She quoted
Pope John XXIII, who said:
"The Christian person is the
eighth sacrament and the
only one that unbelievers
can receive.'' Christian
awareness must be accomplished in a group way. A
Christian is a member of a
community.
Sister dynamically stated
that young people are imponant because "they grow
older and communicate their
attitudes.'' In order to develop the right attitudes we

must have "personal" contact with Christ through
scripture, the sacraments,
and our neighbor. The obstacles and crosses sent us
are to help us find Christ in
our neighbor. "Prayers and
going to Mass are neutral,"
Sister explained. The important factor is that we put
these prayers into action.
The signs of a "Christian
Community" are its "social
effects.'' The command that
"We all become one in
Christ" is still unfortunately an abstract concept, not
at all realized by many in
such areas as racial discrimination, In reference
to the race problem Sister
Charles Borromeo reminded us: "We are still a 'preChristian' society until the
race problem is solved.''
Sister explained to us the
challenge of Christians today, the challenge to act in
a dynamic, vital way. The
doctrine
of Christianity
means nothing unless it finds
its relation in the other person. Sister reminded- us: "In
so far as you didn't do it for
the least of my brethren,
you didn't do it for me.''
Mary Lou Keniry '65
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The Sophomores were the Pioneers and their Graduation was a First

Graduates stand at attention as the ceremonies begin.

It was a happy moment for all •••

"In lumine tuo videbimus lu•
men!"

"The most important thing
is to save your soul."

"May the light or your lives pierce the mist ••• "
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"Well, it was all worth it," ::;ay Meli Plaia
bud Browne.
·
'The faculty and trustees watched carefully.

Heverend Mother c;tc la l:ro1x•a memory each #!fa:dUaie
will cherish.

and l{o:sc-
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Class Day Ceremonies Colorful

Step to the Music Which You Hear
The following la the text of the
Clau Day Addre• a delivered by
Sister Gerard the Academic Deon.
It la printed here at the reque• t of
Sophomore
student leodera who
found
the
oddress particularly
meaningful,

Parents, Friends, and especially my dear Graduates:
"If a man does not keep
pace with his companions,
perhaps it is because he
he·a rs a different drummer.
Let him step to the music
which he hears - however,
measured or far away!'
These beautiful words - by
Thoreau - constitute a whole
philosophy of life - and one
which I believe is especially
applicable today. For Class
Day is the classic time for
acknowledging accomplishments. Class Day is-the occasion for honoring individuals who have - in one way
or other - joined a band wagon and stepped to the beat
of a rhythmic theme which
stirred them.
Here at Marymount during
these past two years, all of
you have heard the call of a
drummer. Some of you have
gaily listened to the music
man; and have sung or danced your way through harmonious events - making
melodies, and through your
melodies, bringing the happinesg_nf music and the music of happmess tntotTle ttves
of others.
Others of you heard a
different strain -- not the
frug or the monkey! But
Student Leaders, in onefield
or another, heard and heeded
the steady beat of the call
of duty. The chores which
you performed had no orchestral background. But a
silent chorus lent support.
That chorus was your classmates - who hummed a constant song of admiration and
respect - and knowing gratitude - for those girls who
stepped to the marching tempo of responsibility and service.
For others, the music was

"Class Day is theoccasion
for honoring individuals ••• "

"If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer."

the stacatto click of the typewriter - as fingers tapped
out a feature or editorial for
the campus journal. Dedicated newspaper editors and
staff listened to the sounds
of their campus and the world
around them - and tried to
recapture in print its meaning and its message.
Others of you heard in your
hearts and imaginations the
nostalgic refrains of school
d a y s and the qu"estioning

And those of you whose
names do not appear on the
Cfass Day List -- Is it because you have heard no
drummer? Is it because
there is no music in your
lives? Or in your hearts?
Of course not!
There is
music for everyone - if we
but listen. And this music
is an inner urge and a silent
voice - a compelling force
which shapes our destiny
and invites us ever onward
-ql.lu-ies-,
i W e . ~ and u_pward,
you decided to walk to the
But you wflo wm not be
music of "School Days" and singled out at Class Day to dedicate a few years _ You too have your own primaybe many - to teaching: vate orchestra. Perhaps
to reaching minds and your drummer told you to
hearts; and fashioning lives. byp_ass_ these co-curricular
I'm thinking of you __ Fu- activities; _to concentrate ?n
ture Teachers of America your studies!
If you did
who have kept time with a t~is -- you did well to heed
noble refrain
him. Perhaps the music in
And there ~re those of you your heart and in your life
who heard the deep, insistent is too faint still to captu~e
stirrings in your own minds to interpret; to realize its
and hearts, compelling you to theme and motif. But it's
follow -- not a band or a beat there! And I urge you to
-- but the quiet, questing, listen well and lisu~n hard.
pressing search for Truth. And find out wh~t it s playYou -- our Honor Students-- ing and what it s saying have consistently and con- to you.
stantly with sure and steady
You wonder perhaps what
strides, marched in front. intrument you can play in
You have earned and re- order to bring music into the
ceived the hearty ec~oes of lives of others. How can you
applause and admiration find your lost chord? How
from your classmates and select a theme? How be sure
teacrers. You will continue that its beat is right for
to rnarch on -- confident and you? And is it to be a wasure -- and ever attentive to tusi? A hopping about from
the compelling cadence of thing to thing and place to
wisdom and knowledge. Not place and p~rson to perjust questing truth -- but son? 'A flitting through life?
reaching it -- and sharing it Shedding a little merry jin- and making your worlds gle here and there?
richer and saner and more
I'm inclined co think it's
harmonious.
not.
But rather that the
These girls to whom I have music you make is to be a
referred - our Student Coun- symphony • • • a life-long
cil6rs -- Honor Students - symphony - with different
House Commitee - Girl Scout moods and a variety of ternleaders - teachers of CCD - pos; with sharp_s and flats;
Glee Club. - Dance Club - harmonies and discords -Newspaper staff - and so But ultimately a unified symmany others -- all are ex- phony -- whose theme is -amples of individuals who well, maybe Exodus. Agoing
have heard a different drum- out -- (not just a going out
mer -- and each has kept of Boca - or a going out from
pace with the drummer she college). But a constant goheard.
ing out of self - in order to

reach another. A leaving of
things that hamper and restrict and restrain. • • A
parting with things we hug
to self , -- a stripping of
phoniness and superficiality
and convention and idle empty shallowness; a leaving of
our self - complacency and
self-will and self-love -because only by leaving self
can we truly find ourself
- in another. Only by going
out of our own self ca:n we
find another -- and find total
fulfillment in that other.
As Gabriel Marcel tells
us, many prefet the comfortable nest of their own selfishness to the adventure of
breaking open the doors of
their self, in · order to meet
another, because they fear
that every communion implies a risk; and that by accepting it we also open the
door to suffering, disappointments, and possible bitterness. But to shun a high
good, a great gift of Godcommunion with another only because a risk may be
connected with it - means
cheating ourselves of much
happiness and rich experiences. Communion is a giftand no effort on my part can
ever achieve it. But I should
be ready - "open" as Marcel s_ays. I should have inner reaanmss ~
if it were offered me, knowing that all great things in
life imply risk.
This problem of communion is a problem, mainly
because of faulty education.
Students are always asked
what they are going to do

to earn a living - rather
than what they are going to
be.
And as Kierkegaard
says, "A man should be a
man before he is a professor,. - we may paraphrase by saying that a girl
must be a woman before she
is a wife or mother or professional. So-called inferiority complexes arise because we make unhealthy
comparisons between the accomplishments of another
person and ourselves. We
should rather focus attention
on the person's being: and on
our own being. The less we
respect ourselves as persons made to God's image
(says Von Hildebrand) the
more we shall be led to
identifying ourselves with
our social role, our job, our
accomplishments real or
imaginery, instead of on our
true worth as a person. We
are led to believe that success in life lies primarily
in accumulating credentials.
Yet love is not concerned
with a person! s accomplishments, it is a response to
a person's being. God loved
us before we did anything to
merit it. Our trust in God's
love is also the basis of any
true communion with another
person. For the success of
our communion with another
is tted up- -very ~ttnttely ·
our communion with God; and
the reverse holds true also;
we can reach God only
through others. And our.
lives are truly incomplete
and inadequate when they
(Continued on page 16)

Sr. Josepha, Dean of Students, places a Class Day Aw~rd
around Gertrude Fiorillo's neck.
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Prophecy '65
As years go by for the
class of 1965 we know that
the class members will
change, but looking at them
now we can foretell what
their futures will hold.
It is now 1975. Meli, still
their leader, is as usual reminding them of upcoming
events, this time not of a
class meeting, but of their
first class reunion.
Meli, still driving "Hermanangus'' because she, like.
most philosophy teachers, is
unable to afford a new car,
starts on her journey.
First, to the Academy of
Mount Saint Vincent - here
she finds Edie who is now a
math teacher (on the side
she organizes student riots
against repression of freedom
in
Catholic high
schools).
After receiving the invitation for the reunion Meli discovers that, according to her
schedule, she has an engagement for lunch at Sardi' s
West with Vicki Vest, Mary
Anne Dever, and Jane Gasciogne.
After reminiscing old college days, Meli finds that
Vicki is now a Madison Avenue Executive for T. T .&T.
which stands for - Telephone, Telegragh and TellVicki. She wasn't surprised
to learn that Mary Anne is
~ of the n.ew "Ditto
Dever Macnine,'' because of
her achievements at M.C.
The conversation then
turned to Jane, who told the
group of her present position
as executive secretary to
Hue Heffener, editor of Playgirl Magazine.
Later in the afternoon Meli
attended Gina Graf 's annual
tea for the incoming freshmen of their old Alma Mater.
That evening at the Gala
Galen Ball, she saw Natalie
Fierro dancing with Oleg
Cassini, whose new fashions
she will be modeling at the
Rose Festival Charity Ball.
After making her appearance and extending the invitation, she quickly jumps into
"ever faithful" and off to the
theatre. Here Terry Regan
has the leading role in
George G. Nathan's new hit
"The Green Volkswagen."
Following the performance
she is once again off in Hermanangus. Suddenly, Broadway is in a cloud of darkness. Throughout the great
city there was acry- "Mary
Pat! Mary Pat! - turn Broadway back on I'' Meli knew that
Mary Pat would be busy for
quite a while and decided her
invitation would come in the
morning mail.
Kennedy Airport is now
her destination. Here she
meets Kate Cullen who has
become very well known as a
result of the "Cullen vs.
Clairol"
affair. Nobody
knows but Kate, but she won't
tell.
Meli boards the new Tam
Am Whizzy Cool Jet to Boston where Linda F.rst . now

mother of three, has finally
changed her fraternity pin
to diaper pins.
Virginia, next stop - Here
she finds "Love is lovelier
the second time around'' for
the new Mrs. Ronney Carlton (former Brenda Ulisse),
who is presently the President of Feinstein' s Pickle •
factory, in Richmond.
After a short visit, she
again boarded the Whizzy
Cool Jet to Washington,
where Meli is greeted by
Sheila Tumulty, who is now
a famed Republican Senator, and believe it or not,
still pushing ''Goldwater's
Campaign."
Onward to the White House
- upon arrival there seems
to be quite a bit of commotion, and she soon dis"Prophecies are born from thought and meditation, from moments of quiet by scenes such as
covers Jackie Paterno is
still leading marches, this this north of Trinity Hall,,,
time for the noble cause of sau she goes - Glad to re- without even Trying.'' To as we listen to a speech
"undernourished
Chinese turn to ye old Marymount Russia with love as Toni given by Marietta Spratt,
refugees," At last she en- hangout
of
Alcoholic
- Dirty Dicks - Bascetta sings up a storm President
ters the Yellow Room and Here Monica is getting in- while she curls Nikita's tou- Anonymous to her attentive
hears a familiar voice formation from "unc" on un- pee.
audience at the Gold Coast
"Come on you guys"; it's derwater marine life. Who
As a change of scene Meli Drive-in.
Ginny Cooke, now Social Di- walks in, but "Madame" takes the Moscow express to
''Where the Boys Are" rector of the White House, Nancy Hartnett who Rennied Transylvania. An air of We see Rita Lunsford as a
alumna magna cum homine her Murrayaches by her re- mystery surrounds her as bubble dancer at the Pale
de Harvard.
she encounters Mrs. Ger- Face Bar where she tries to
cent visit to Oigi' s.
Eureka! Jean Gail us - now
As the three girls are talk- trude Popkins, now Fiorillo use Papa Steurer's psyPresident of the United ing, Meli finds that Carol Housemother of the C .I.A. chology and "Love them
States Federal Bank. Meli Wershoven is Academic International House.
all I"
comments: ''Do you find it Dean at the New University
Meli' s journey now reSun over Boca as the alumeasier checking on bank ac- of Barry in Nassau.
sumes to Italy where her nae begin to arrive at their
counts now, Jea.ui.:..'
Aum.l Rum I and Illi>re ..BJm!J first stop ia. Florence. At old al.ma._m_am ~ l e drivZOOM - Indiana, destina- Off to Puerto Rico and to one last, Mary De Mam ro wor- ing along Mifitary Trail
tion: Notre Dame - "From of Maria Elena's wild parties ries about nothing as she some catch a glimpse at Prono boys to ALL boys, Bern- on her Sugar Plantation.
paints away. Now to the Vat- Plunkett pr·acticing her wing
adette Cummings has beican - Meli finds Kate Flynn for the big University Park
come "Head of the MathDeat the Third Vatican Council, Tournament.
partment."
defending herself and her
The time has come for
ZOOM - Illinois - now we
stand on "birth control vs. the ceremony - Liz Satler
(Only lime
reach downtown Chicago.
excommunication.''
"uncorked" a bottle of BaJodi Duncan now is editor of
Land of science, Bonn, cardi, while christening the
Will Tell)
"True Romance Magazine.''
Germany - here Meli finds new periodical room designQualifications: enough exJane Howley, nuclear physi- ed specially for the purpose
periences of her own (maybe
cist with her new wonder of the Student Council. Foreven to write a novel).
Meli staggers aboard the working pill ''Metracal" in malities ended, silence falls
Next on the schedule, Mil- Whizzy Cool Jet to Europe. tablet form, an aid for all over the crowd. All were
waukee, Wisconsin, "Beer For relaxation she takes ad- "broadening" college stu- there but four. Meli explainCountry of tbe Nation," the vantage of the movie "How dents, Tennis, anyone? Meli ed that a few days before,
home of America's well to Marry a Millionaire'' fea- witnesses the Wimbleton she had received a telegram
known "Cecil the Kid," no- turing no less, Marymount' s Tennis Tournament where from New York stating that
torious for her nightly em- own Diane Fowler,
the champion is Joanne Andree was unable to attend
pty beer can robberies.
Vive la France! - at the Swanson!
due to her big position as
For an enjoyable afternoon Orly Field Airport she is
Slow boat to Ireland as "Playboy Bunny.'' Angela,
Meli finds herself. at Mil- greeted by Kathy Quinn, now Meli puts on her Green and also in New York, now conwaukee Stadium - home of President of Renault, Inc. her Smile, she arrives at the ducting a rally of the Young
the Milwaukee Mice. Here Then off to a fashion show new Marymount in Dublin. Americans for Freedom,
she sees brave Joe Cister- where dresses are designed
"Is it true? Can it be? sends her sincere regrets
na's bat boy Barbara Flem- by world renowned Marie
That's Reverend Mother and desires to be in Boca.
ing with her trusty canteen Lou Keneri. After spending a
de la R.B." teaching
Due to circumstances befilled with Black Russian. few days of rest in Nice on the art of appreciating "Win- yond control, Muffy is reTo end her trip in the Jo.an Flannery' s "yacht" nie the Pooh'' in Gaelic. siding at Bethesda MemoStates she is off to Califor- (where Joan was preparing
Anchors away as the boat rial Hospital - having #9.
Last, but not least, our
nia. On the plane she meets for the International confe- pushes off to Rhode Island.
Marilyn Roesch who is rush- rence in Geneva); Meli soon Meli meets Mary Cunning- "rebel without a cause,"
ing to Hollywood to see the finds herself in Timbuktu ham "mazing" her way Toinette, is now head of the
first performance of Rose- where Diego and Henry have through Newport.
Mafia at Freeport, where
As the world turns Meli last night her hide-out
bud's new show, "Exercise taken their "double trouble"
along with Rosebud.'' After to avoid the rising cost of finds Nancy Linney in North Johnny's Cassino at Lucaya,
Carolina as fights her se- was raided. Toins finds herwatching the show, Meli their telephone bills.
Ungawa - Meli is off to cret storm and never miss- self in an uncomfortable sitwalked to the next studio
uation at the Lucaya Jail.
where the new "Carol Bur- Johannesburg where Janice es a soap opera.
HOME, SWEET HOME!
As Meli closes the renett", Vinny LaPonzina, was is really in Wonderland; her
old motto "Diamonds are a FLORIDA - Now to Palm union she states: "As all
rehearsing.
Old memories are fond girls best friend" · is still in Beach, Mary Semple is still good things must come to an
wearing her Palm Beach end, .so must our reunion of
ones as she remembers El- usage.
ZOOM! Shangri-La-home Pinks on Worth Avenue, Tai 1975. We have often thought
lie, now in Panama Roses are red, violets are of 1975 World's Fair - one Tai!! Then to Oelray as Dan- of the memories of the class
of the main U.S. exhibits is ny Vail is auto mechanic at of '65. Being here has only
blue,
The most beautiful body, that of Susan Carvalho' s Rusty's Garage, still fixing made them more real, and
demonstration on "How to up her white Chevy.
1972.
we will cherish this day forDislocate Your Kneecap
Pompano, here we come! ever.''
Aninsf !H:: nnwti-rrl tn l\l<,c:,_
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Bishop Carroll blesses the grounds which will become the beautiful Marymount campus.
Some five years ago the Marymount area was a mark on a plan•
oer's map.

From the Beginning

Mr. William Delehanty, the architect, reviews ronstruction blueprints with Rev. Mother de la Croix and Mother
Jogues (right), then Maryrnount president.

An aerial view in March, 1963, showed that construction was nearing completion.

Dedication Day, 1963: students line the waJks for
the Dedication Procession.

June

Mother Jogues speaks to the world of the fonnal dedication of
Marymount College.

•

•

•
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The first students begin to arrive • the pioneer class.

until June 1965

Remember?

Investiture was a fonnal affair •••

The first religious faculty of a new college in Florida.

New additions sparked the faculty as the second year began.

Education at Marymount - always a personal
formation
·
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As Others See Us

-

ROYAL PA TRJCJAN

COVE SHOE REPAIR

Beauty Salon

...

Cove Shopping Center
DEERFIELD BEACH, RA.

High Scyling at
Appreciated Prices

501',C, N. Fed•r•I Hwy.
BOYNTON.JIEACH, RA.
1471 N. E. 20th St. • IOCA RATON, FLA.

BERT KLEHM, Owner-Manager

Royal Palm Shopping Center
PHONE 395•2445

My-Ann Foundations

Collegiate Footwear for
The Discriminatiug

Lingerie - Girdles - Bras

97 E, Palmetto Pk. Rd.
Ann Myen

Marymount Girl

Persanallzed Fitting

Phone: 395-1313

KEMP'S SHOE SALON

WILLIAMS
PHARMACY

131 E. PALMETTO PK. RD.
PALMETTO PARK ARCAOE

39S-4333

LIGGETT REXALL DRUGS

BOCA REXALL PHARMACY
"for

• ; II
prescriptions

138 W. Palmetto
Phone 395-4841

1975 N. Federal
Phone 395-4919

BA~ KAr.oTRUST
COMPANY
OF

BOn RATON
FIRST IN
BOCA lATON, FLORIDA

t;~~

NOW ~,#,41-mfflUIAt-

June

STEAMSHIP
AND AIRL1NE
RESERVATIONS

Sister Gerald
Addresses Women

The "lantern chain" instituted an old Marymount custom in Florida.

First Lantern Chain
Held at College
At 8:30 p.m. on May 17,
1965 the freshman class held
their first Lantern Chain at
Marymount which will become a yearly tradition at
the college.
E"ach freshman held acolorful lantern and walked in
single file to Carroll Hall.
As everyone found their
place in Scholar Square a
faint singing of "You'll N;ver Walk Alone" could be
heard.
The first pa.rt of the program included four very original songs that were sung
to the departing sophomore

class. The wording was very
meaningful, The songs used
were such melodies as:
"He 11 o Dolly", "Favorite
Things," • "Thanks for the
Memories,"
and "You'll
Never Walk Alone."
At the end of "You'll Never Walk Alone," the Freshmen took partners and walked towards Founders Hall
separating in designated
areas. The sophomores soon
followed; then each freshman gave a sophomore her
lantern .
At Founders Hall the sophomores sang two songs
to the freshmen, "Favorite Things" and the "Stone
Cutters Song." At the end,
both classes joined in to

O rientation

T

Pl anned
A student orientation program, under the guidance of
our Dean, Mother Gerard,
has been organized to initiate
and assemble plans for the
incoming Freshman dass
It ' s four-fold purpose is to
ll!range an educational, spiritual, physical, and social
a~mosphere for the novice
collegian - tQus preparing
he! for a successful , happy
existence here at Marymount.

.

Nancy-Jo Cafaro '66

BOCA CAMERA CENTER
Cameras • Film Accessories
Color Processing by Kodak
c

Royal Palm Shopping Center

Mffl'lt

l

Mater. Afterwards each sophomore hung her lantern
on a wire that was placed
outs-ide of the building.
The ceremony was over
around 9:30 p.m. Then everyone joined together in
the cafeteria for cokes and
cookies. Following the refreshments,
the freshmen
performed a short skit on the
well known periodical room.
The occasion was well enjoyed by all; and we hope
that in the following years
it will be a memorable event
for all graduating sophomores.
Dee Van Hillo '66

on Camino Real
Co111plete Banking Senices

Phone 395-2300
Member Federal Deposit insurance Col'IIC)ration

.

Sister quoted John
enry
Cardinal Newman who said
"To live is to change and
to be perfect is to have
changed often.''
She left
her audience of laymen with
an attitude which reveals

Real Estate and Insurance
395-0220

.

Builders
and
Developers
of fine
Residential
Communities

LIGHTING FIXTURES

Phone 395~2323
Books

Boca Raton
and
Delray Beach

107 East Pa lmetto Perk Road

477 N. E. 20th Street
Phone 395-0440

TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.

Boca Raton National Bank

:!,;:.! ~t1I Tll PL\IE 1111,II\\. \Y

Greeting Cards

Winfield Park

~ff

fl);;;~:;w,o,

75 5, F.EOERA~ HWY,
her own clear comprehenTELEFHONE 3~5-2112
sion of the need of chani;i;e:
June
Cole
"Change does not shock the
John G, Cherry
layman but rather he welcomes it because he sees - - - - - - - - - - - '
its need in modern twen- , - - - - - - - - - - • ·
tieth century living." SisBoca Raton Laundry
ter advocated for the layman a balanced diet of ideas
& Cleaners
suggesting such magazines
as '' America," "Common- for Miracle Finish Dry Clean ing
wealth," and "Ave Maria,"
''Catholic World''; such
30-40 S. E. 1st Street
newspapers as "The National Catholic Reporter" and
Call 395-5200
"The Catholic Messenger.''

'.\trl'( 'IIEI.L
A~U,
'.\Ill.I.Im

Love's Drugs

KAY'S
Beauty Salon

On May 6, Sister Gerald
add re s s e d the Council of
Catholic Women of the Diocese of Miami at their annual
convention
regarding the
necessity of good reading.
Sister told the group: ''Without serious reading of books
and the better magazines,
the layman simply cannot
understand the Church in
the twentieth century and
consequentl y the Council itself,"
In her talk she compared
today's laymen to the apostles who on that first Easter Sunday needed information as well as reassurance.
She recapitulated a warning
~iven in a recent issue of
'Ave Maria" by Bishop Leo
A. Pursley to the layman
when he said: "He will fail
to understand, not because
he is stupid but because he
has not experiepced that orderly growth 4>f knowledge
without which he will not be
at home in the world of
ideas.'' She warns that we
must keep a forward glance
in the
words of Fat her
Bernard Cooke who in the
April issue of "The Ways"
says: "It is only too easy
to deceive ourselves that security lies with what has
already been known of the
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The Book World
Garnes
Stationery

BOCA RAT ON
Emergency Numbers
FIRE 395-1121
POLICE 39 5-1131
KRAEER Ambulance
395-1800

./

Homes from $15,000 - $36,000

Coral Manor Homes

809 S. E. 14th St.
Deerfield Beach
399-2299
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Father Nogar
Returns to Campus
ed Man as two kinds of people: (1) the PICTURE person,
who puts himself in a picture he has already painted
in his imagination; and (2)
the DRAMA person, who
likes to think of himself as
a part of an enfolding drama.)}ember were inducted in~o the National Honor Socie•
ty
for Junior Colleges, _Plu Th~ta Kappa, on )lay 26.
Besides this student day
Here the student are pictured Just as they concluded
of recollection, Father Nogar
their pledges .
also gave the faculty a day
of·reflection. He also served as the final speaker in the
year long series of Christian
Renewal Conferences.
CONG RA TULA TIONS
Thank you Father No gar
fo;r coming once again. We
to the Class
hope our paths will cross
many times in the near fuSeveral Marymount grad- Beach County.
ture.
of 1965
The Project had originally
Nancy-Jo Cafaro '66 uates have already made
plans to return to the Col- been announced, by the College for the summer Self- lege at a Chamber of ComHelp Project desi~ned to aid merce "coffee" held at the
Hear Yel
the culturally deprived. Kate College on May 21.
Flynn, Jackie Paterno, and
With pride we announce that Mlss Carmen
Gertrude
f iorillo have statPatronize
Tonarely will be editor of L' Azur next
ed
that
th~
will
definitely
be
year. Her assist ant editor will be Miss
Our Advertisers
on campus for the June 21Diane Van Hillo.
July 30 project. Several others have indicated that they
will probably be present.
Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry
Class Day Address
The project itself advancWotc:h and Jewelry Repcriring
Engrcrving
es under the daily efforts
fillment - through comJT1~c- of Sr. Jose and Mr. Popkin,
OMEGA WATCHES
(Continued from page 10)
ment to serving 91hers.
44 S,E, 1st Avenue
39.'.>,3462
project coordinators. They
But do not h::.\lae others. recently returned from a t!iP
lack either type of commuuo not expect more of them
nion. • • human or d viJ1A.. ~n they are lllng or able to Washington, D.C., durmg
1
which they made formal apAl ou-r 1.Qves c ~n fully reach ~ give.
ve fai 1 - •
what they aspire to - onTy keep on loving" ~en when the l'!
a'
when they are transformed image of the ones loved is under Title 3B of the Ecoby Christ's love. It is only momentarily obscured; Have nomic Opportunities A_ct_ to
when the spirit of charity hope - to continue faithful assist the summer acnvity.
permeates love that love can and confident that those lov- While in Washington, they
be true to its own ·essence. ed will one day become what consulted with Mr, Thomas
We've gone a long way they are called upon to be; Karter, a special director of
from our drummer. • • And and love - so that you will the migrant program f?r the
I too wonder how we've lost never force others into be- East Coast in the office of •
the parade - and wandered coming what you know they Economic Opportunity, Mr.
down this isolated lane - should become - but rather Louis McGinnis, special edwhere the only music is the patiently and reverently ac- ucation consultant for the
song of love. But it's a song cept the rhythm of their migrant program, and Mr.
I think, that every one knows growth and development, Thomas Hinton of the Na-- and probably the most trusting that one day they tional Catholic Welfare Conimportant one to learn - will reach their fulfillment ference. Whether a grant is
forthcoming or not, howand you cannot love unless and share it with you.
ever, the summer program
you find someone to love.
Love much and deeply and
And the beauty of it, and often, but remember always: will be carried out.
Locally, the coordinators
the joy of it, and the splen"If a man does not keep
dor of it - is that we can pace with his companions, have consulted with numefind someone every day •. perhaps it is because he rous agencies, among them
All around us are people hears a different drummer. the League of Women Vo~longing to be loved • • • to aet him step to the music ers, the Council of Catho~1c
find someone to understand which he hears, however, Women, and the Community
Action Council of Palm
them ••• to encounter some- measured or far away."
one to befriend. A friend is
there for the asking: a human friend waits nehind every corner; a Divine Friend
42 S.E. 2nd Street
is as far away as your heartBoca Raton , Fla.
Telephone 395•5511
beat. Just listen to the music which will lead you to
Distinctive Photography for The Discrimin~ing
find yourself - and your fulOn Monday, the tenth of
Ma1, the students of _Mar~mount were once again privileged to receive Fr. Raymond J. Nogar, O.P ., into
their midst. The renowned
Dominican and Evolutionist
conducted a very inspiring
day of Recollection, including two interesting lectures
on man as himself.
The first lecture concern-

Graduates to Aid

Self-Help Project

The Colony S-t:udio
of Boca Raton

HELP US SP~EAD SUNSHINE
BOCA RATON FLORISTS, INC.
Boca's Finest florist
Serving Marymount with
Corsages; Cut flowers
Flowers by Wire
FREE Deliwery herywhere
Cor, D'.xie & N.E. 20tll
Boca Raton

200 South federal

395-190

Two ophomores remaii,1.
~liss ~lary Semple (~eft)
and ~liss Ellie Barri •os
completed the first sem,~ster of so phomore work tlois
~lay and look forward to
graduation next Decemoer.

Boca Bag Shop
Headquarters for
BAGS • JEWELRY -

Small leather goods
Souvenirs-accessories

98 S.F,. 1st Ave.

5th Ave.

Four Hair Stylists
to ServEJ Yo.t•
Hair Styling and Shaping
t.o your own specification

r
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